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4 Foreword

Foreword
‘Click here to read our privacy notice’ or ‘click here
to say you have read and understood our privacy
  $%   "  & ' 
complete an online transaction, not understanding
at all what it’s all about?
( 
        
     
    "" 
notices. These will make sure individuals know how
     )   
    & %
The code uses the term ‘privacy notice’ to describe
the explanations that individuals are given when
       % ") 
be best to avoid technical language altogether. Some
        
   *    $%

This requirement to communicate a privacy notice
 "       
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an unreasonable way.
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What is a ‘privacy notice’?
/)"      
who you are, what you are going to do with their
       % ")
      %7 ) 
+) "     $ 
       
keeping their data secure. Whatever you include in
your notice, its primary purpose is to make sure that
        %
/"      "%
-      ) &
your organisation more transparent and should
reassure people that they can trust you with their
   %/"    
        ' " 
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  ' "%

Christopher Graham
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About this code
Who is this code aimed at?
This code is aimed at all organisations that collect
    )       %
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The code’s status
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< recording and retaining the calls customers make
   = 
< analysing a person’s online purchasing habits to
        %
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privacy notices and to make sure that they collect
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good practice.
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on the recommendations set out in this code.
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  ""      
you deal with will be able to understand. This will
help you to meet your legal obligations under the
!-/&     
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How to use the code
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< its content can be integrated into an existing
"   = 
<  "     
        =
< it can be used as a checklist to evaluate an
existing privacy notice.
< a competitive advantage, by reassuring potential
and existing customers that you ta ke their
The code will help organisations to design privacy
"  =
notices that can be understood by the people you
    %
< encouraging people to provide more valuable
  )    
( 7:F "    ) +
  =
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< allowing customers to indicate their marketing
collection.
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Fairness and what the law says
What the law says
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that the individual has, is provided with, or has
  ";
<      
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<     )   
circumstances, to enable the processing in respect
  "   %

7   "      
 " *    $I  
actively communicating it to making it readily available.
This code will help you to adopt the right approach.
The law also makes it clear that you must consider
      )   " 
concerned. This means that there can be no single
  %( 
     
the alternatives, and to adopt good practice.

Key points about fairness
G  ;
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 ) + " " 
notice or publishing it on your website.
( 
       
privacy notices. However, it inevitably touches on
     %
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  "
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choice, it must be properly explained to them.
Where there is choice, the individual’s wishes
    )   
exceptional circumstances.

Fairness means being honest and open about who you
are and what you are going to do with the personal
     % ")  
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7
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Telling people what you intend to do with their
        
     %H  
          "
on the individual.

< Would they understand why you’re collecting it?

O           
you need it. You should also try to predict whether you
&        %

Q      )
you are also mistreating the people it is about and
will probably be breaking the law.
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Making sure people understand
The basic legal requirement is to make sure people
know who you are, what you intend to do with
         
disclosed to. Depending on the circumstances, you
         E 
 ) + ;
<       )  
   " "      
   =
< how long you or other organisations intend to keep
   =
< whether replies to questions are mandatory or
" =
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< about their rights and how they can exercise them
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    )    
shopkeepers to collect business taxes. Rather than
")  R"   )
be better to have separate notices aimed at the
    "    %( 
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Transparency and consent

7   " E  
provide their personal details. Where this is the
You should always be straight with the public. You
)& %7 )
should not lead them to believe that they can exercise
organisations should be open with people and explain
  "        
        
      %7     %
to make sure that where people do have a choice, they
"   + %/
 V"  "  " 
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+        ) 
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sure that this is the case.
(      
a person how you’re going to use their personal
Remember, if you intend to market people by electronic
       %7
means (for example, by email, SMS, fax or telephone)
    %7  
then special rules will apply and you may need their
cases a person’s positive agreement will be needed.
permission before doing so. Please see our guidance
This is most likely to be the case where sensitive
on the Privacy and Electronic Communications
     )  " 
Regulations 2003.
       
 %
(         
  "  "    
the transaction that the individual has requested.
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individual cannot expect to receive what he or she
&     
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Don’t tell people the obvious
There is no need to actively communicate a privacy
   "         
  ;
< is something that a reasonable person is likely to
      & =
< is necessary to carry out the transaction or deliver
 "   "  E =
< "  
individual concerned.

E   
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  %     
only used to despatch the goods, to take payment
    $   &%7 
)         
    "   "   
been explicitly told about it. This is because any
reasonable person requesting the service would
understand that they cannot receive the service
      
  & % ")" &
this, it is good practice to have a privacy notice

"    &   
       %
Similar considerations apply where an organisation
uses another organisation to do something on its
  ) +  
another company to despatch goods ordered on its
%- "       $" "
        $ "
happened anyway, there is no need to actively
   %/)
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about this.
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When to actively communicate
a privacy notice

7            
       
 )    
provide an update about what you intend to do with
   %G +)   "+ 
By ‘actively communicate’ we mean take a positive
assured the individual that you will not share their
    " "     
  ) +) )            )
   %(    you should actively seek their consent.
  ""   " 
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notice in an online context than in a ‘bricks and
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 $ %H   &   
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technology available to you to promote transparency
   %
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/
        "
communicate your notice is to try to understand
The need to actively communicate a privacy notice is
         
strongest where:
+ %7   &     
       
      )   
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actively tell them about it.
           
         
         
organisation in a way that wouldn’t be expected.
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Sharing information

Selling information

There can be strong pressures to share personal
       )  
public and private sector contexts. However, an
 $        $
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        )
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7
       )
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Some organisations set out to collect personal
       
   %7      )
you should make it clear to individuals that the
      "    
      %H   
them this when you ask them to provide
their details.
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likely consequences, in their privacy notices.
7& +)   & 
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General descriptions like this should be backed up
      ) + 
   " " )
  %

[        
   "     " 
         
other organisations. When a business is insolvent,
bankrupt, being closed down or sold, the database
    )  )    
its owner. However, the seller must make sure that
        
 %G +)    
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 ) "       
individuals concerned.
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-"   "    
is being bought, sold or rented. They can help the
recipient organisation to check what people were
      "     %
Depending on what they were told, the recipient
organisation may then need to communicate its
own privacy notice to the individuals concerned.
7       
told originally and what the recipient organisation
       )  " 
 "      
%7     ) "   
&        
   %G   & 
‘permissions’ apply to the data could lead to
   !-/%
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Providing privacy notices
Drafting a privacy notice should provide an opportunity
to review your collection of information. For example,
you should ask yourself whether you really need the
information you are asking for. A privacy impact
assessment can help you to answer this question.
Remember that information is expensive to keep and
brings legal liability with it.

Drafting a privacy notice
-"       
 "%(        
they’re aimed at understand them. Don’t assume
 "   "   %
You should avoid using terminology that might
   %! $ 
R     
        %
-"    %H    
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%7  "   
that they have a choice when in reality they do not.
7        
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      )
complying with data protection law.

      )
to then direct readers to a website to read the
privacy notice. However, in some contexts it can be
"   )  )  " " 
notice. This might be the case where an advert in a
newspaper is very small or where providing privacy
How to provide a privacy notice
     
         %7
-"     "     "
some cases an organisation should concentrate on
 %
       
 " ) +  %7
<F;  R R     &      +   
  I$
  
 . point later on. Where you can’t provide a privacy
notice, it is particularly important to make sure you
<7;  =  "=
       
)      ' 
   &   
   %
agree to.
<(   ; +  
poster in a public area.
<V   ;+= =
in emails.
7
      
        " " 
notice. So, it would not be good practice to collect
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Layered approach
O         
realistic about how interested the public is in the
way you are going to handle it. Many individuals
will be more concerned with receiving the goods,
"     "  %
They are unlikely to read a detailed privacy notice,
or to make a complaint about the way you handle
    )   
        %( 
 *   $  %(  
   "   "    
  ) &     
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there is a need to explain a particularly complicated
    %7 &"
 +)   "   
&%/* &  $E" 
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    %(   
should also be used to give people prominent, early
      &
 +    '  %

/        
plus a longer notice. The short notice contains
   )     
organisation and the way in which the personal
   %(    
there is not enough space to provide more detailed
  ) + "%(  
notice contains a link to a second, longer notice
   "       %
The longer notice can, in turn, contain links to
 )+" 
issues such as the circumstances in which
          %

Making privacy notices accessible
7        "
individuals, such as children, you must take the
appropriate steps to make sure those individuals
  %( " "  " 
     "   
      )  )
    %H   
 +  &    + )
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     %7 )   
try to work out whether the individuals you
         
  E   %7  ) 
should be cautious and should instead ask the
individual’s parent, guardian or carer to provide
   %
       
    V %
7      
 "   "     
) +)O %/   
 E    )
is good practice to provide your privacy notice in
the language that your intended audience is most
likely to understand.

Keeping your privacy notices
under review
7     ""   
 $    %7  
good practice to keep your privacy notice under
regular review.
7 
   "   "
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Examples
(   
   
examples based on real privacy notices that we have
seen. They illustrate good practice to adopt, such as
giving people appropriate choices that are easy to
exercise, and bad practice to avoid, such as using
 %( +"
extracts only and should not be used as templates.
(    ""   
  )       
"    "  %
-      
accessibility requirements.
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\ I
means little to
public.

Simple language,
  %

Q-" 
and Electronic
Communications
Regulations
problems and
__ 
not provide easy
  R 
consistent with the
 A B%

Clear opportunity to
agree to marketing.

Post Code

- 

  %

XX4

0x x

Alternative ‘opt out’ version
Clear opportunity
    
marketing.

We would like to send you information about our own
products and services, as well as those of selected third parties,
by post. If you do not agree to being contacted in this way,
please tick the box.

:  
and legalistic
language. Closely
spaced text, small
   
grey.

:  
language.
   &
by email, telephone and SMS
%-   
 -"  V   
Communications Regulations 2003.

Unexpected use.
Good practice
would be to obtain
consent.
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About your claim – Sharing information

Sharing information with your landlord could help us to deal with
your claim more quickly and reduce the risk of you falling behind
with your rent because of your claim being delayed.
If your Housing Beneﬁt is paid directly to your landlord or to
your Council rent account, then we can discuss payment details
(e.g. award dates and amounts) as we have to give your
landlord this information.
With your permission, we would also be able to tell your landlord if:


Work:

:+   
     
 "    %

Your declaration

t8FIBWFNBEFBEFDJTJPOPOZPVSDMBJN PS

I understand the following:

t8FOFFENPSFJOGPSNBUJPOUPNBLFBEFDJTJPO
and what that information is.

:PVXJMMVTFUIFJOGPSNBUJPO*IBWFQSPWJEFEUPQSPDFTTNZDMBJNGPS
housing beneﬁt, council tax beneﬁt, or both.

t:PVDBOXJUIESBXZPVSQFSNJTTJPOBUBOZUJNF

:PVNBZDIFDLTPNFPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOXJUI other sources within the
Council, the Rent Service, other councils and Government departments,
e.g. the Beneﬁts Agency, the Inland Revenue and the Home Ofﬁce.

t:PVSQFSTPOBMPSGBNJMZDJSDVNTUBODFT
Your ﬁnances
It will not affect your claim if you do not give us permission to
discuss your claim with your landlord.
If we can talk to your landlord about your claim please sign below.

:PVEPOPUIBWFUPUFMMVTZPVSQIPOFOVNCFSCVUJUXJMMIFMQVTUP
contact you quickly if we have a question about your claim.
Home:

t:PVIBWFDMBJNFE)PVTJOH#FOFmU

We won’t give your landlord any information about:

Please provide telephone numbers in case
we need to contact you about your claim.

Mobile:



I give my local council permission to share information about
the progress of my Housing Beneﬁt claim with my landlord
or their representative.
Signature of claimant:

Date:

Signature of partner:

Date:

 +   
  
   " 
 E   %

:PVNBZBMTPHFUJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUNFGSPNDFSUBJOother organisations,
or give information about me to them to: make sure the information is
accurate; prevent or detect crime; and protect public funds. These other
organisations include government departments, other local authorities
and private sector organisations such as banks and organisations that
may lend me money.
If I give information that is incorrect or incomplete you may take action
against me, including court action.
I declare that the information I have given on this form is correct
and complete.
Signature of the person claiming:

Clear explanation
 
and use.

V  
    
     %
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Declaration

About your claim – Sharing information
Enabling us to share your personal data with your landlord and other
third parties could help us to deal with your claim more quickly and
reduce the risk of any delay with the processing of your claim which
may cause you to fall into arrears with your rental payment.
If your Housing Beneﬁt is paid directly to your landlord or to your
Council rent account, then we can discuss payment details
(e.g. award dates and amounts) as we have to give your landlord this
information. However, if you sign below we would also be able to tell
your landlord whether you have claimed Housing Beneﬁt or we have
made a decision on your claim, or we need further information to
make a decision about your claim and what that information may be.



:PVNVTUQSPWJEFUIFGPMMPXJOHUFMFQIPOFOVNCFST*UXJMM
delay your claim if you don’t provide your telephone numbers.
Home:

Work:

7   
"    
in this case it is voluntary.

Mobile:

Doesn’t say
who other third
parties are.

Signature of claimant:

Date:

Signature of partner:

Date:

By signing above you agree that we can share information about
the progress of your Housing Beneﬁt claim with your landlord/landlady
or their representative.
It will not affect your claim if you don’t give us permission to discuss
your claim with your landlord.

(      +)
   "    
 
  "     "    %

I hereby conﬁrm my understanding of and acceptance of the following
information. Donningly Council (the ‘Council’) will utilise the personal
data I have provided in this form and via any evidence I have submitted
in support of my claim in order to process my claim for housing beneﬁt,
council tax beneﬁt, both of these or other applicable beneﬁts which may
be available to myself in accordance with the Council’s personal data
usage policies. The Council may check the personal data against other
sources within the Council and other relevant third party public sector
organisations as necessary in order to prevent and detect crime, protect
public funds and make sure the personal information is accurate.
The Council may also require to check personal data I have provided,
or information in relation to myself, which has been provided to the
Council by a third party with other information held by the Council.
The Council may also get information about me from third parties or
give information about me in accordance with the law. For the purposes
of the Data Protection Act 1998 the data controller processing your
personal data is Donningly Council. The Council processes all personal
data in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 and the law.
Having read and understood the above information I hereby provide
declaration that the data on this form is correct and comprehensive
and understand that if I give the Council information that is incorrect
or incomplete the Council may commence legal action against me
potentially leading to or including court action.
Signature:

:  %
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Title that people
will understand.

Clarity about
who personal
  
shared with
and why.

: 
about how to
   %
V) 
access.

Title doesn’t mean
much to the public.
Unnecessarily
complicated
%\ 
7 ) 
us etc adds to
  %
\ )* $
  I
&    
expensive process.
-  
know what a
'  
request is.
Small print,
not easy to do
A%%  
 B%F 
statement not
next to statement
about marketing
  %
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In more detail


My account

Privacy policy

Clear
  
about the
   
organisation.

Clear,
comprehensive
links to
additional
  %

Privacy policy

My account

Retail is part of Retail Group plc which includes Retail
International and Retail Direct. This privacy policy explains
how we use any personal information we collect about you
when you use this website.
Topics:
t8IBUJOGPSNBUJPOEPXFDPMMFDUBCPVUZPV
t)PXXJMMXFVTFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUZPV
t.BSLFUJOH
t"DDFTTUPZPVSJOGPSNBUJPOBOEDPSSFDUJPO
t$PPLJFT
t0UIFSXFCTJUFT
t$IBOHFTUPPVSQSJWBDZQPMJDZ
t)PXUPDPOUBDUVT
What information do we collect about you?
8FDPMMFDUJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUZPVXIFOZPVSFHJTUFSXJUIVT
PSQMBDFBOPSEFSGPSQSPEVDUTPSTFSWJDFT8FBMTPDPMMFDU
information when you voluntarily complete customer surveys,
QSPWJEFGFFECBDLBOEQBSUJDJQBUFJODPNQFUJUJPOT8FCTJUF
VTBHFJOGPSNBUJPOJTDPMMFDUFEVTJOHDPPLJFT

1MFBTFöMMJOBMMUIFöFMETNBSLFE 
'JSTUOBNF
4VSOBNF

7 
 & 
"HF
  &
8FOFFEUIJTJOGPSNBUJPOCFDBVTFXFTFMMBHFSFTUSJDUFEHPPET
age or gender
"EESFTT
   "
)PNFQIPOFOVNCFS
business reason
.PCJMFQIPOFOVNCFS
to do so.
&NBJMBEESFTT

Your information
3FUBJMDPMMFDUTQFSTPOBMJOGPSNBUJPOXIFOZPVSFHJTUFSXJUIVTPS
place an order GPSQSPEVDUTPSTFSWJDFT8FXJMMVTFUIJTJOGPSNBUJPO
UPQSPWJEFUIFTFSWJDFTSFRVFTUFE NBJOUBJOHVBSBOUFFSFDPSETBOE 
JGZPVBHSFF UPTFOEZPVNBSLFUJOHJOGPSNBUJPO3FUBJM1-$XJMMOPU
TIBSFZPVJOGPSNBUJPOGPSNBSLFUJOHQVSQPTFTXJUIDPNQBOJFT
PVUTJEFUIF3FUBJM(SPVQ'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOFYQMBJOJOHIPXXF
use your information please see our privacy policy.
*XPVMEMJLFUPSFDFJWFGVSUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUZPVSQSPEVDUT
and services:

Clear reassurance about
third party disclosures.

How will we use the information about you?
8FDPMMFDUJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUZPVUPQSPDFTTZPVSPSEFS 
NBOBHFZPVSBDDPVOUBOE JGZPVBHSFF UPFNBJMZPVBCPVU
PUIFSQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFTXFUIJOLNBZCFPGJOUFSFTU
to you.
8FVTFZPVSJOGPSNBUJPODPMMFDUFEGSPNUIFXFCTJUFUP
personalise your repeat visits to our website.
*GZPVBHSFF XFTIBMMQBTTPOZPVSQFSTPOBMJOGPSNBUJPOUPPVS
HSPVQPGDPNQBOJFTTPUIBUUIFZNBZPòFSZPVUIFJSQSPEVDUT
and services.
3FUBJM1-$XJMMOPUTIBSFZPVJOGPSNBUJPOGPSNBSLFUJOH
purposes with companies outside the Retail Group.
*OQSPDFTTJOHZPVSPSEFS XFNBZTFOEZPVSEFUBJMTUP BOEBMTP
VTFJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNDSFEJUSFGFSFODFBHFODJFTBOEGSBVE
QSFWFOUJPOBHFODJFT
Marketing
8FXPVMEMJLFUPTFOEZPVJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUQSPEVDUTBOE
TFSWJDFTPGPVSTBOEPUIFSDPNQBOJFTJOPVSHSPVQXIJDI
may be of interest to you. If you have consented to receive
NBSLFUJOH ZPVNBZPQUPVUBUBMBUFSEBUF
:PVIBWFBSJHIUBUBOZUJNFUPTUPQVTGSPNDPOUBDUJOHZPV
GPSNBSLFUJOHQVSQPTFTPSHJWJOHZPVSJOGPSNBUJPOUPPUIFS
members of the Retail Group.
*GZPVOPMPOHFSXJTIUPCFDPOUBDUFEGPSNBSLFUJOHQVSQPTFT
please DMJDLIFSF.
Return to top

Access to your information and correction
:PVIBWFUIFSJHIUUPSFRVFTUBDPQZPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
UIBUXFIPMEBCPVUZPV*GZPVXPVMEMJLFBDPQZPGTPNF
or all of your personal information, please email or write
UPVTBUUIFGPMMPXJOHaddress8FNBZNBLFBTNBMMDIBSHF
for this service.
8FXBOUUPNBLFTVSFUIBUZPVSQFSTPOBMJOGPSNBUJPOJT
BDDVSBUFBOEVQUPEBUF:PVNBZBTLVTUPDPSSFDUPSSFNPWF
JOGPSNBUJPOZPVUIJOLJTJOBDDVSBUF
Cookies
$PPLJFTBSFUFYUöMFTQMBDFEPOZPVSDPNQVUFSUPDPMMFDU
TUBOEBSEJOUFSOFUMPHJOGPSNBUJPOBOEWJTJUPSCFIBWJPVS
JOGPSNBUJPO5IJTJOGPSNBUJPOJTVTFEUPUSBDLWJTJUPSVTFPGUIF
website and to compile statistical reports on website activity.
For further information visit XXXBCPVUDPPLJFTPSH or
XXXBMMBCPVUDPPLJFTPSH
:PVDBOTFUZPVSCSPXTFSOPUUPBDDFQUDPPLJFTBOEUIFBCPWF
XFCTJUFTUFMMZPVIPXUPSFNPWFDPPLJFTGSPNZPVSCSPXTFS
)PXFWFSJOBGFXDBTFTTPNFPGPVSXFCTJUFGFBUVSFTNBZOPU
function as a result.
Other websites
0VSXFCTJUFDPOUBJOTMJOLTUPPUIFSXFCTJUFT5IJTQSJWBDZ
QPMJDZPOMZBQQMJFTUPUIJTXFCTJUFTPXIFOZPVMJOLUPPUIFS
websites you should read their own privacy policies.
Changes to our privacy policy
8FLFFQPVSQSJWBDZQPMJDZVOEFSSFHVMBSSFWJFXBOEXFXJMM
QMBDFBOZVQEBUFTPOUIJTXFCQBHF5IJTQSJWBDZQPMJDZXBT
last updated on 25 December 2008.
How to contact us
1MFBTFDPOUBDUVTJGZPVIBWFBOZRVFTUJPOTBCPVUPVSQSJWBDZ
policy or information we hold about you:
tCZFNBJM
tPSXSJUFUPVTBU3FUBJM(SPVQ 1SJWBDZ5FBN .BJO3PBE 
"OZUPXO
Return to top

:  R
   
on how to
access personal
  %

 " 
advice.
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Bad practice
to collect so
much personal
  '
to access the
website and
doesn’t say what
   
  %

Home

My account

Gifts

To access our website you must provide the
following information
First name*
Surname*
Email address*
Date of birth*
Address*

Home phone number*

/& + "
   
states that it is
mandatory.

Should not have
to accept terms
    '
to access a retail
site.

Mobile phone number*
Profession*
Salary*

'JFMETNBSLFE BSFNBOEBUPSZ
#ZVTJOHUIJTXFCTJUF*BHSFFUPUIF3FUBJMUFSNT
and conditions.
"$$&15

Retail Group Terms and Conditions
1. This website is owned and operated by Retail Group Ltd
JODPOKVODUJPOXJUIJUTTVCTJEJBSJFT9:9:*ODBOE#""#
$PNQBOZ"MMPSEFSTBOEQVSDIBTFTNBEFUISPVHIUIJT
XFCTJUFBSFTVCKFDUUPUIFTFPOMJOFTIPQQJOHUFSNTBOE
conditions.
2. Retail Group may without notice correct errors and update
information on this website. This may include information
POQSJDJOHBOEBWBJMBCJMJUZPGTUPDL"MMQSJDFTMJTUFEPO
UIJTXFCTJUFBSFJOQPVOETTUFSMJOHBOEBMMDIBSHFTXJMMCF
processed in this currency.
3. Purchases made on this website, the use of this website and
these online retail terms and conditions are subject to the
MBXTPGUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN
4. Goods may only be purchased for lawful, non-commercial
QVSQPTFT*OPSEFSJOHJUFNT ZPVBHSFFUPQBZGPSBMMDIBSHFT
applicable on that purchase order as stated.
 0OMZQFSTPOTBHFEPSPWFSNBZQVSDIBTFGSPNUIJT
website. Items purchased cannot be delivered to addresses
PVUTJEFUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN
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 3FUBJM(SPVQ-JNJUFEJODMVEJOHJUTTVCTJEJBSJFT BTTPDJBUFT
BOEBóMJBUFEDPNQBOJFT iXFw iVTw UBLFTFDVSJUZ
of information very seriously and are committed to
QSPUFDUJOHZPVSQSJWBDZ
 #ZVTJOHUIJTXFCTJUFZPVBDDFQUUIFDPOEJUJPOTTFUPVUJO
this privacy policy.
 8FQSPDFTTQFSTPOBMEBUBJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIF%BUB
1SPUFDUJPO"DUTPGBOEBOEBOZPUIFSBQQMJDBCMF
MFHJTMBUJPO SFGFSSFEUPBTUIFiEBUBQSPUFDUJPOMFHJTMBUJPOw 
 8FDBOBTTVSFZPVUIBUXFXJMMOFWFSQBTTPOUIFQFSTPOBM
data of data subjects to any third party recipients other
than in accordance with the Terms set out below.
 8FNBZDPMMFDUBOEQSPDFTTQFSTPOBMEBUBGPSUIFQVSQPTFT
of business operations. This could include: administration,
BDDPVOUJOHBOEBVEJUJOH QSPDFTTJOHPGZPVSPSEFS 
NBSLFUJOH BOBMZTJT NPOJUPSJOH CVTJOFTTQMBOOJOHFUD 
JOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFOPUJöDBUJPOSFRVJSFNFOUTPGUIF
*OGPSNBUJPO$PNNJTTJPOFS8FBSFSFHJTUFSFEXJUIUIF
*OGPSNBUJPO$PNNJTTJPOFST0óDF.FNCFSTPGUIF3FUBJM
(SPVQNBZSFDPSE VTF FYDIBOHF BOBMZTFBOEBTTFTTBOZ
relevant personal data.
 8FBEIFSFUPUIF1SJODJQMFTPGEBUBQSPUFDUJPOBTTFUPVUJO
UIF%BUB1SPUFDUJPO"DUBOEPCTFSWFUIFDPOEJUJPOT
SFMBUJOHUPUIFGBJSBOEMBXGVMQSPDFTTJOHPGQFSTPOBMEBUB
8FNBZGSPNUJNFUPUJNFTFOEZPVEFUBJMTPGHPPETBOE
TFSWJDFT OFXQSPEVDUT TQFDJBMPòFST DPNQFUJUJPOTXIJDI
XFUIJOLXJMMCFPGJOUFSFTUUPZPV
 #ZVTJOHUIJTXFCTJUFZPVBHSFFUPUIFEJTDMPTVSFPG
collected personal data to carefully selected third party
SFDJQJFOUTGPSUIFQVSQPTFTPGBEWFSUJTJOH NBSLFUJOHBOE
public relations.
 *OGPSNBUJPOIFMECZUIFDSFEJUSFGFSFODFBHFODJFTJTVTFE
by us and others to help verify the identity of customers
BOEBTTFTTUIFJSBCJMJUZUPNFFUöOBODJBMDPNNJUNFOUT
$SFEJUSFGFSFODFBHFODJFTNBZMJOLUIFSFDPSETPG
öOBODJBMBTTPDJBUFTXIPIBWFFOUFSFEJOUPKPJOUöOBODJBM
PCMJHBUJPOT0ODFMJOLFEUIJTBTTPDJBUJPONFBOTUIBUFBDI
SFDPSEXJMMCFUBLFOJOUPBDDPVOUXIFOBTTFTTFECZVT
'VSUIFSEFUBJMTBCPVUöOBODJBMBTTPDJBUJPO EJTBTTPDJBUJPO
BOEDSFEJUSFGFSFODFBHFODJFTBSFBWBJMBCMFCZDPOUBDUJOH
UIFDSFEJUSFGFSFODFBHFODJFTEJSFDUMZ
 8FTIBMMQSPDFTTQFSTPOBMEBUBUIBUJTDPOTJEFSFEUPCF
“sensitive personal data” only in accordance with the
SFRVJSFNFOUTPGUIFEBUBQSPUFDUJPOMFHJTMBUJPO
15. 4IPVMEZPVXJTIUPFYFSDJTFZPVSTVCKFDUBDDFTTSJHIUTBT
TFUPVUJOEBUBQSPUFDUJPOMFHJTMBUJPO QMFBTFDPOUBDUVTPO
087 [premium phone number]… for details of fees and
BDPQZPGPVSEBUBTVCKFDUBDDFTTSJHIUTQSPDFEVSF*UJT
BMFHBMSFRVJSFNFOUPGUIF%BUB1SPUFDUJPO"DUUIBU
TVDISFRVFTUTNVTUCFNBEFJOXSJUJOH
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